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PROFILE

With a background in apparel design
I have gained valuable experience
and skills, most prominently through
problem-solving; by making tasks
more efficient. By being a team
player; through being passionate and
working together towards that goal.
By being innovative; through
continuing to improve the quality of a
product by bringing new ideas to life.

I am excited to broaden my horizons
into the tech field where I can
continue to learn and face new
challenges, whilst still exercising my
creativity.

SKILLS

CSS, HTML, JavaScript, React, Adobe
Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Figma,
InVision,  Wix, Shopify, Squarespace

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma
Candidate, Web
Development

JAN - APR 2022, VANCOUVER, BC

BrainStation  |  Certificate,
UX Design

FEB  - APR 2021, VANCOUVER, BC

Northumbria University  |
Bachelors in Fashion &
Textiles
OCT  2008 - 2012,  NEWCASTLE, UK

E X P E R I E N C E

Product Developer  | Samsara Cycle

AUG 2020 - DEC  2021,  VANCOUVER, BC

● Successfully led a team of 5 in launching and executing seasonal print
designs for over 100 products by using leadership, management and
communication skills to lead seasonal print direction meetings and
communicate trend research, previous season analytics, and
customer feedback.

● Developed and maintained new and existing relationships with over
10 stakeholders (local and international factories, suppliers and
vendors), resulting in an efficient ongoing production pipeline by
using interpersonal skills and problem solving skills to troubleshoot
any issues that arose.

Colour and Quality Specialist   |  Mountain Equipment  Co-op

NOV 2019 - AUG 2020,  VANCOUVER, BC

● Executed an effective  tracking system for the design department to
obtain two seasons worth of bulk materials which involved anywhere
between 100-200 swatches per season, improving efficiency through
organisation.

● Coordinated the sending of up to 100 fabric standards to multiple
off-shore factories and made sure sample quality  was consistent with
company requirements by implementing my technical knowledge.

Manager  | Ole Originals Clothing Co.

SEP 2018 - NOV 2019, VANCOUVER, BC

● Facilitated the running of the studio and  3 team members using
leadership and organisation  to ensure  we were fulfilling on average
70 orders per week.

● Successfully implemented an inventory tracking system using my
Excel skills to keep  track of up to 1000 units and restock when
necessary.

● Planned, prepared and executed  markets, trade shows and studio
sales. I used my  design skills to create  a new set up for the booth
which refreshed the brand and was highly received by its customers.

P R O J  E C T S

Web Developer  |  Van Voyage!

MAR 2022 - APR 2022

● Implemented my knowledge of React, Express, JSON, SCSS and
Balsamiq to successfully design and build a web app for a bespoke
campervan rental company, enabling users to select a van and make a
booking for their next adventure.

Sustainability Rep | Mountain Equipment Co-op

NOV 2019 - AUG 2020,  VANCOUVER, BC

● Led and successfully implemented  the recycling initiative of donating
past season bulk fabrics to local non-profit organisations, resulting in
the reduction of landfill waste by 100% in the design department.
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